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Wehrmacht medical ranks

Generalarzt (short: GenArzt or GA) is both the designation of military rank and the official name of the German-speaking armed forces. This is the equivalent of Admiralarzt/Generalapotheker and Brigadegeneral/Flottillenadmiral. Generalarzt, Admiralarzt, Generalapotheker and Admiralapotheker are the
lowest general ranks of the Bundeswehr Joint Medical Service or military medical area. Promoted to senior rank may be assigned or meetings as follows: chief surgeon of the Federal Armed Forces Hospital Berlin, – Hamburg, – Koblenz, and Ulm Inspector's dental medicine Bundeswehr (de: Inspizient
Zahnmedizin der Bundes (de: Inspizient Wehrpharmazie der Bundeswehr) Surgeon General Heer (de: Generalarzt des Heeres) Surgeon General Luftwa E (de: Generalarzt der Luftwaffe) Marine'(i) surgeon (de: Admiralarzt des Heeres)Equivalent to its one-star rank (NATO-Rangcode OF-6) is the
Brigadier General (en: Brigadier General) and Marine Flottillenadmiral (en: Flotilla Admiral). Address The way in which military surgeons are formally treated, ranked generalarzt (OF6, one-star), Generalstabsarzt (OF7, two letters) or Generaloberstabsarzt is Herr/Frau Generalarzt. On the other hand,
military surgeons with Admiralarzt (OF6, one-star), Admiralstabsarzt (OF7, two stars) or Admiraloberstabsarzt, are Herr/Frau Admiralarzt. Military personnel rank as Generalapotheker (OF6, one-star), addressed to Herr/Frau Generapotheker, and rank admiralapotheker (OF6, one-letter), addressed to
Herr/Frau Admiralrapotheker, . Rank the insignia of shoulder straps (Heer, Luftwaffe) is one golden star of golden oak leaves and career insignia (de: Laufbahnabzeichen) as a symbol of medical standing, or study. As for Marine, career insignia is in the middle of both sleeves, tree cm above cuff strips,
and shoulder straps strips and buttons. The Order of the Arabs (until 1944)[1] The Wehrmacht General Arzt was comparable to the Major General (OF-6, one star), as well as the Waffen-SS Brigadier and The Major General. In accordance with the so-called Reichsbesoldungsordnung (en: Reich Salary
Order), 1927. 1940), the comparative ranks were as follows: C 3 Generalmajor (Heer and Luftwaffe) Konteradmiral (Kriegsmarine) Generalarzt from 1934 (Wehrmacht Medical Service) Admiralarzt, 26, 1935 (Kriegsmarine) general veterinarian 1934 (Wehrmacht Veterinary Service) introduced the rank of
Kriegsmarine to kriegsmarine by the rank of Kriegsmarine on the basis of match 30, in 1934. In Germany, before 1933, the European Commission had not been in a state of self-s military corps (corps surgeon, de: Korpsarzt) and in some cases department (department surgeon, de: Divisionsarzt) service.
Prussian Army General Arzt, in the sense of general surgeon's personnel position, was a senior military officer (de: oberer Militärbeamter) with a certain rank, under the first-rate major (OF3). From 1856 he could ascend to Oberstleutnant (OF4) or even Oberst (OF5). Major General General Major General
was often promoted to Major General. [5] The equivalent authority, mandate and competence were with the Admiralty of the German Imperial Navy. This staffing position was traditionally staffed by the Baltic and North Sea medical offices, such as Kiel and Wilhelmshaven. The Admiralipeeri of the Naval
Medical Corps can usually be promoted up to the 5th rank of Kapitän zur See. Walther Asal (1891–1987) Erwin Angermeyer (1888–1963) Karl Arndt (1909–43) Rudolf Attig (1893–1981), Genralarzt (1 July, 1981) 1944 Hermann Bach (1870–1941) Ernst Baader (1894–1953) Paul Baethke (1895–1953)
Hans-Joachim Barnewitz (1892–196) 5) Wilhelm Baumeister (1887–1963) Alfred Bayer (1888–1952) Paul Baethke (1895–1953) Hermann Bach (1870–1941) Ernst Becker (1884–41) 1962) Rudolf von Burk (1841–1924) Walter Groth (1883–1947) Stanislaus von Mielecki (1851–1938) (OSch. Pusch)
Königl. Preußicher Generalarzt, Balley Brandenburg Ehrenritter 1917 und Rechtritter 1926 des Johanniter Ordens Dirk Raphael (born 1953) Ferdinand Sauerbruch (1875–1951), Generalarzt des Heer 2 Verena von Weymarn (born 1943), Generalarzt der Luftwaffe Eugen Wullen (1892–1967) Arno Roßlau
(born 1948) References ^ Later, specialist doctors wore branch-specific colours; background is cornflower blue medical and crimson veterinary services. In 16, the dam became the island's chief of staff. Dezember 1927 (RGBl. I ..., C Soldaten S. 391), changes from 1937 to 1940 ^ F. Altrichter: Reserve
Officer, Fourteenth Verified Addition, Berlin 1941, pp. 158-159. (Original title: F. Altrichter: Der Reserveoffizier, vierzehnte durchgesehene Auflage, Berlin 1941, Seiten 158-159.) In 2004 Tamm became chief of staff of the island. Reading neumanni, Alexander: Arzttum ist immer Kämpfertum - Die
Heeressanitätsinspektion und das Amt Chef des Wehrmachtsanitätswesens im Zweiten Weltkrieg (1939–1945), 2005. ISBN 3-7700-1618-1 Süß, Winfried: Der Völkskörper im Krieg: Gesundheitspolitik, Gesundheitsverhältnisse und Krankenmord imsozialistischen Deutschland 1939-1945, 2003. ISBN 3-
486-56719-5 Edit Comments Share Stabsarzt (short: StArzt or SA), literally meaning personnel doctor, is a military-mandated officer to rank in the German-speaking armed forces. The German Bundeswehr and the former Wehrmacht and Reichswehr describe a qualified or licensed surgeon or dentist who
has practised military medicine, whose rank is equal to that of the master (German: lieutenant in the Army or Air Force or Navy (German: Capt. This rank corresponds to the NATO Code OF2 and is known in English as captain of military or air force officers (Dr.) or lieutenant (dr.) for naval officers. The rank
was historically also used in the Austrian-Hungarian Joint Army and was in English in the case of Major i-3 and NATO Code OF-3. Although the rank is held by an official, their powers are usually limited to medical and medical professionals (like other doctors, nurses and other medics under their
supervision) and are considered neutral non-combat ers and are granted the status of persons protected under international humanitarian law (especially the First and Second Geneva Conventions) when they participate in humanitarian work during armed conflicts, such as caring for the sick or the
wounded. They can wear a red cross as a protective sign. They must therefore not be attacked, injured or taken as prisoners of war (attacking medical personnel who are treating medical personnel is a war crime) and under the Geneva Conventions they have the right to do their jobs without being
prevented. They can be armed, usually with service pistols, for the purpose of self-defense or protection of patients. German Bundeswehr(| edit | edit source] Bundeswehr Bundeswehr Stabsarzt (en: Staff pharmacist), Stabsapotheker (en: Staff pharmacist) and Stabsveterinär (en: Staff veterinary) (en:
Staff veterinary) (100000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 Stabsapotheker (en: Staff pharmacist) and Stabsserinvetär (en: Staff veterinary) are comparable in NATO to Hauptmann and Kapitänleutnant in NATO. The grades belong to the master ranks group (de: Hauptleute). Address[edit|] Official
address of military surgeons/dentists with stabsarzt rank is Herr/Frau Stabsarzt; stabsapotheker ranked Herr/Frau Stapotheker; with stabsveterinär, Herr/ Frau Stabsveterinär. The rank-and-file insignia[edit | editor of the edit] On the shoulder straps (Heer, Luftwaffe) are three silver stars and career insignia
(de: Laufbahnabzeichen) as a symbol of medical position or study. The piping of the shoulder straps shall have a waffenfarbe (en: the colour of the function of the corps or forces) corresponding to the appropriate military service, branch or special force. The color of the Bundeswehr Joint Medical Service
corps is dark blue. For marines, career insignia is in the middle of both sleeves, 3 inches above cuff strips, and shoulder straps to strips and buttons. From 1933 to 1945, the German Wehrmacht was the first | comparable to the Hauptmann/2 rank. During the war, Stadsarzti's regular assignment to the
main sauce station (de. Hauptverbandsplatz), managed by the second group of medical companies and supported by the first lieutenants (Dr.), second lieutenant (Dr.) and auxiliary surgeons (de: Ober-, Assistenz-and Hilfsärzte). Housing color The support of the health service in the German armed forces
was traditionally dark blue and the official service of the veterinarian was red. [1] This tradition was continued by the Medical Corps heer and the Luftwaffes in the Reichswehr and the Wehrmacht. However, the casing color of the Waffen-SS HSS was cornflower blue. Austria - Hungary | edited by Josef
Hauer (1769-1848), Stabsarzt. The Austrian-Hungarian Army (de: Gemeinsame Army or K.U.K. Army) had 2-ranked Regiment I. Klasse and Regimentsarzt II. Classes (en: Regimental Surgeon Class I / – Class II) until 1918, equivalent to OF2-rank Stabsarzt in Germany. This particular rank was also
comparable to that of Hauptmann/Captain OF2. Links[edit | edit source] This article contains information equivalent to an article in this wikiNo language provided by the interwiki translation template! ^War and Victory 1870-71, cultural history, published by Julius von Pflugk-Harttung. (Original title: Krieg
und Sieg 1870-71, Kulturgeschichte, Herausgeber Julius von Pflugk-Harttung.) ^ F. Altrichter: Reserve Officer, Fourteenth Verified Addition, Berlin 1941, pp. 158-159. (Original title: F. Altrichter: Der Reserveoffizier, vierzehnte durchgesehene Auflage, Berlin 1941, Seiten 158-159.) ^ Abbreviation OR
stands for Other ranks / fr: sous-officiers et militaires du rang / ru:другие ранги, кроме офицероф Community content is available under CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise stated. More Military Wiki Wiki Wiki
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